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Chromebooks and ChromeOS have earned themselves a deserved reputation for being more secure than many other devices and operating system

don’t get viruses”. But as many Mac users of the past will now tell you today, complacency in taking proper security measures is the �rst step on the

The popularity of Chromebooks among students and in educational institutions means they provide an enticing target to threat actors looking to sco

Chromebooks may not have the same kind or number of security problems as, say, Windows devices, but that’s not to say there are not genuine thr

1. Actors Actively-Exploiting Chrome Zero Days

One of Chromebooks’ most-vaunted security features is its ability to check and repair the integrity of the operating system on reboot. It’s a great fe

system volume (SSV) protection checks the integrity of the OS on boot.

But such a system cannot protect the user or their data against zero-days that are invisible to the operating system. Flaws like CVE-2020-15999 we

push out an update to protect users after-the-fact.

Google �xed another actively-exploited Chrome zero-day, CVE-2021-21148, in 2021. While details of how these bugs were deployed against users

exploited” should be enough to tell Chromebook users that the device and the OS is being targeted and attackers are �nding ways through.

And indeed, there is no shortage of high-risk bugs being found in Chrome and ChromeOS by security researchers. 2021 alone saw Google patch ove

remote attacks.

Some of the many remote attack bugs reported in 2021 against Chrome and Chro

2. Android Apps and App Stores

When Chromebooks were �rst introduced, they were touted as being highly secure because they prevented the most common way for security com

The only problem was, Chromebooks weren’t that useful. Most people’s computing needs extended beyond the reach of the limited, and sometime

Since those days, Chromebooks have gained the ability to download many different kinds of apps, increasing both their utility and their attack surfa

but Android malware is also extremely common.

In November 2021, researchers discovered four different families of malware infecting more than 300,000 Android devices via malicious apps dow

initially benign apps to get past Google’s automated review, then later delivered banking trojan malware to select users via an app update.

In January 2022, researchers reported another �nancially motivated scamware campaign dubbed Dark Herring that, they say, poses a threat to all 

Dark Herring uploaded almost 470 malicious apps to the Google Play store and achieved over 100 million installations.

3. Sideloading Linux and Linux Apps

Making Chromebooks more useful has been one of the major demands of its users over the years, and back in 2018 they got their wish when Googl

downloads folder with a natively-hosted Linux VM. Perfect for developers and others that want to do more with their Chromebook device. The catch

comparison to Windows, but it’s on the rise, by 35% in 2021 according to some estimates.

The question for those managing Chromebooks that allow Linux app installations, as with Android app installations, is what to do about visibility? In

know? On top of that, ChromeOS has no native security mechanisms that can protect, detect or mitigate Linux-based malware.

4. Windows Malware on ChromeOS? Oh, Yes (Oh, No!)

Despite Google’s best intentions, it seems that in the end everything comes full circle. The original idea to deliver an OS that didn’t have Windows’ h

that savvy users can in fact install Windows 10 apps if they choose.

But who would do that? Well, for one, users coming from a Windows background. Many students and teachers were brought up on Windows machin

hard. Data that may be locked in proprietary software or just software that users are long-habituated to can now be accessed on a Chromebook by 

On older versions of ChromeOS, they would have been out of luck, but thanks to the ability to run Linux apps discussed above, they can also install W

execute Windows 10 applications.

Running Windows apps on a Chromebook doesn’t mean you will get malware, anymore than running Windows apps on a PC means you will get mal

Chromebooks original promise–no downloading or launching of local, executable �les–is entirely broken.

5. Malicious Chrome Extensions

Browser extensions have always been a security problem on every platform, and with ChromeOS’s heavy reliance on the Chrome browser, some of 

installing malicious extensions.

The situation was particularly bad up until 2019, until Google started tackling the problem in more earnest, but the problem of malicious Chrome ex

6. Google Chromebook, The Internet and Scams

Chromebooks originally made their name on the concept of having users do everything in the cloud and on the web, but the internet is a dangerous 

websites that take advantage of the powers of JavaScript are easy to come across even during the safest of searches.

Some extortion sites use JavaScript to lock a user’s browser and try to extort money in order to “free” the computer. Others offer phoney ‘cloned’ lo

As with any other device, Google Chromebooks are susceptible to man-in-the-middle (MiTM) attacks when using public Wi-Fi. Coffee shops, belove

set up a fake network and sniff traf�c. While encryption between the browser and most websites these days offer better protection than in the past

pro�le users.

Secure Your Chromebooks Like Any Other Device

Here’s a simple truth that the recent history of malware and cyber attacks has proven time and time again: all computing devices are at risk of comp

where other devices contain valuable data. There is no such thing as a device or OS that can’t get malware. Threat actors have successfully exploite

Windows, Mac, iOS, Android, Linux, Docker containers, IoT devices, and yes, Chromebooks, too.

The only responsible security stance to take on all endpoints is to install an agent that offers you visibility and protection. If you would like to know 

other devices, read more here, contact us, or request a free demo.

Like this article? Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube or Facebook to see the content we post.
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